
ENGLISH FINAL :

Questions based on sentence arrangement were asked (P, Q, R, S pattern).

Reading comprehension was based on - the Nagaland hornbill festival.

One word substitution: Patterns of stars seen in the night sky- Constellations.

Synonym/ Antonym of Gusto - Enthusiasm, Enjoyment.

Synonym/Antonym of Extravagant - Expensive, exorbitant

IDIOM- Lost in the clouds - Feeling confused.

ENGLISH ROUGH:

 amalgamation antonym?

GK FINAL :

1. On Republic Day, Gen. Bipin Rawat was awarded? Padma Vibhushan
2.  International school under which ministry- Ministry of Education
3. 10 wickets in a Test innings recently -> By Ajaz Patel ( New Zealand)
4. Recent Book by Arundhati Roy -> India : The Passenger
5. One horned Rhino - Kaziranga NP
6. Which of the following organism perform all the functions? Unicellular Organism
7. who was the founder of maurya dynasty? Chandragupta Maurya
8.  which among the following is not a transport aircraft?   Mig 21



9. Who is director of udham singh movie? Shoojit Sircar
10. Bogey and double bogey terms are related with which sport? Golf
11. When is national voters’ day celebrated? 25 January
12. Match : IMA - Dehradun ; NDA - Khadakwasla ; Indian Naval Academy - Ezhimala ,Kerala

13. What types of bond is found in NACL - Ionic bond
14. Mitra shakti exercise between India and ? Sri Lanka
15. 53rd Tiger reserve of India -> Guru Ghasidas NP
16. Momentum SI unit- kilogram metre per second (kg⋅m/s)
17. accumulation of which acid causes muscle cramps- lactic acid
18. Author of Whereabouts book- Jhumpa Lahiri
19. Which country has allowed transgenders to serve in military?- USA
20. BIGGEST RAILWAY BRIDGE ???? Chenab Bridge
21.

GK ROUGH:

 international school under which ministry????
naval exercise in every 6 months konsi hai?
 which among are not a transport aircraft
1. dornier 2. avro 3. an 32 4.h72

one question was that who is director of udham singh movie?

match the pair of ima, nda, ina with location was also a question

our body.. Multicellular

Kazakhstan ki capital

ek ques tha why voter day celebrated
Which country in the newest nato member??
What is the name of position when the moon is near earth??



What is the name of position when the stars are in straight line??
Hyprocarsy ka opposite??
Amendment of articles can place in which assembly first?
Environment day is celebrated on..
How can u prove that light travel in straight line by shadow or by reflection or by obstacle between
eye nad object??
Why 25 jan is celebrated as national voters day
Mitra shakti exercise
Country to allow transgender in military
Match - nifty -india

Jasadq-?
USA-?
South korea-?

Chhota nagpur region

REASONING FINAL:

1. VENN between ornaments, rings, diamonds ring
Ans:-



Ans:-
2. Analogy:

South : North west :: West : ?
Ans: north east

REASONING ROUGH :

South:north west,:: west:??

NA FINAL :
1. Two watch are sold at  same price one with 23% loss and another 23% gain, then overall

gain/loss?
Answer: loss of 5.29%

2. 6/7 of the people are seated and 7/11 seats are occupied  24 seats are vacant  find the no of
vacant seats when all of them are seated?
Ans>
4x=24
x=6
Total seat =11x = 66
Total people = 49
Vacant seat = 17

NA ROUGH:



1- Avarage age of 3 person is 44 after 6 years one new person is added and the new average age is
46 what is the age of new person??

2- In how many years principle and simple interest will be same if r=t?


